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Grocery stores are reinventing themselves into a gourmet destination

for shoppers to sit, eat and stay awhile in addition to purchasing their groceries. In-store eateries
are creating sought-after experiences for shoppers to meet consumer demands. According to
research from the Specialty Food Association, the sales of specialty food and beverage in the U.S.
rose 14.3 percent to $86 billion in 2012, which is more than double the 6.8 percent increase
reported from 2011. “Three years of solid growth is clear evidence that consumers are choosing
specialty food as part of their everyday lives,” said Ron Tanner, vice president of communications
and education for the Specialty Food Association. To satisfy the everyday sweet tooth, specialty
desserts are staking their claim through in-store bakeries and ice cream counters within
supermarkets. With this change in mind, more and more in-store buyers are seeking authentic
ingredients and time-saving products for creating quality desserts at the hectic pace of the bakeries.
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Quality Pastries in Half the Time

Chefs are continually looking for ways to cut production time without sacrificing quality, and the hectic pace of
grocery store bakeries is no exception. The solution is PreGel’s 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Pronto Pastries, which
offer top quality pastry bases and a simple method of preparation. From instant pannacotta to molten chocolate
cake, these powdered formulas are so revolutionary they are virtually indiscernible from scratch-made desserts.
Easily portioned into verrine cups, Pronto Pastries meet the demand of today’s consumers who are seeking
smaller portions, creating an indulgent treat in half the size. They are also great for mass production, making them
ideal for catering as well. PreGel’s Pronto Pastries taste delicious on their own or as a layer in verrines, push pops,
entremets, monoportions, parfaits, beverages and much more!

Pronto Pannacotta

Ingredients:

600g (21.2oz) whole milk
600g (21.2oz) heavy cream
250g (8.8oz) PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry
Select™ Pronto Pannacotta
(Cooked Cream)
Use PreGel Traditional Pastes, Fortefruttos® or PreGel
5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Compounds and Pastes to flavor
the Pannacotta such as Chocolate & Hazelnut Pannacotta
Verrine (pictured left.) We recommend adding 3%-7% of
the total ingredient weight.

Method of Preparation:
1.
2.

In a pot, heat the whole milk to 104°F/40°C.
Remove from heat; whisk in PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry
Select™ Pronto Pannacotta (Cooked Cream) and
then whisk in heavy cream.
3. Pour in desired cup and place in the refrigerator for about
two hours until set.
Yield: 25 3oz servings

PreGel’s Pronto Pastries provide an array of
delicious options including:
•
•
•
•

Pastry Cream Superior (Cold Process) • Pronto Crema Tiramisù (Italian Cake Base)
Pastry Cream Superior (Hot Process) • Pronto Pannacotta (Cooked Cream)
Pronto Crème Brûlée (Burnt Cream) • Tortino al Cioccolato (Molten Chocolate
Pronto Crème Caramel (Flan)
Cake Base)

Grab
‘n Go
PreGel’s Pronto Pastries
make great grab ‘n go options
in the front of your in-store
bakery display case.
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Steps to Make Sorbetto:

...
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Italian Authenticity at Consumers’ Fingertips		

In 2006, Central Market implemented gelato programs in several of their stores across the country. Since their
inception, the gelato programs have proven to be a value-added experience. Shoppers first marvel at the beauty
of the display case lined with colorful, perfectly sculpted gelato then partake in enjoying a cup while they attend to
their grocery list.
Italian gelato and sorbetto provide an intense flavor, creamy texture and superior quality customers will enjoy as
they shop the aisles. For shoppers watching their waistlines, it’s lower in fat and has a reduced calorie content
compared to traditional American ice cream. To create the very best gelato and sorbetto, partnering with PreGel
is the first step to success. PreGel’s flavors represent a variety of profiles from traditional Italian delicacies to
hometown and seasonal specialties. With a wide array of products offered from customizable and time-saving
solutions to health-conscious options such as organic, PreGel products provide something for everyone. Our
Professional Training Center offers classes from beginner to advanced to help you get started with a gelato program
in your store.

Organic Raspberry Sorbetto
Ingredients:
1 bag

PreGel Fruit Base Bio
Super Sprint (Organic)
2000g (70.5oz) water
2000g (70.5oz) organic raspberries or
organic raspberry purée

Method of Preparation:
1.
2.
3.

Combine all ingredients in a large plastic bucket.
Mix well for 2-3 minutes using an immersion blender.
Place in machine and process according to machine
instructions.

What’s In-Store For You?
• Increased profit margins due to low food cost
• A gross profit of approximately $2.69 per 4oz cup for cream
flavors & $2.88 per 4oz cup for fruit flavors
• An authentic, high-quality offering in your store

Got

Leftovers?

Increase profits by selling
pre-packaged pints. Simply fill
pints with leftover gelato and
sell from a grab ‘n go case
for shoppers to enjoy in the
comfort of their home.
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Evolutionary Math

...
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Entice Your Customers in 3 Simple Steps

It’s no secret that we eat with our eyes. The more visually appealing a dessert is, the more likely we are to take
a bite. So when it comes to selling pastries, ensuring their appearance is top notch from color to decor is crucial
for enticing patrons to reach for their wallets. Give your in-store bakery display case a colorful and flavorful
makeover with PreGel Evolution Glazes, guaranteed to catch the eye of shoppers. PreGel’s Evolution Glazes are
finished products that only require heating and then can be poured over any monoportion, entremet or even
added as a layer in a verrine. They provide a vibrant color and shiny sheen, and add a bit of flavor. Offered in
seven flavors ranging from citrus to chocolate to caramel, PreGel’s Evolution Glazes are easy-to-use and perfect
for enhancing the appearance and taste of frozen cakes, semifreddo desserts, mousses or single-serve desserts. A
display case full of smooth, shiny and colorful desserts is sure to scream try me or buy me.

BEAUTIFUL

Desserts in 3
Simple Steps!

Heat & Stir

Why Use Evolution Glazes for Your Display Case?
•
•
•
•
•

The glazes coat the surface and borders of desserts perfectly
They stay intact while defrosting
They do not smear during cutting
They do not freeze, even at low temperatures
The glazes are smooth for easy and uniform use

Pour

Spread

Eat
With Your
Eyes
Choose from seven flavorful
Evolution Glazes that make
desserts look effortless and
beautiful in a fraction
of the time!
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Novelty Math:

...

FROZEN

NOVELTIES
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Innovate in 4 Ingredients or Less 			

In an industry that is constantly evolving, staying ahead of the curve is crucial to ensure shoppers continue
choosing your store as their food shopping destination. One way to do this is by adding novel concepts such as
frozen pops, frozen cupcakes or ice cream sandwiches to your in-store offerings. These novelties can reinvent
your gelato or frozen yogurt counter in four ingredients or less, and utilize leftover product which reduces waste
and increases profit. These innovative options offer shoppers an on-the-go treat that is simple to eat while
perusing grocery aisles. They can also be purchased to take home for a birthday party or celebration.

Frozen Pops
Ingredients:
as desired

as desired
1 each

PreGel Gelato – any
flavor*
PreGel Coriandolina®
Coating – any flavor*
PreGel Frozen Pop Kit

*In the photo (left), PreGel Chocolate Gelato
and PreGel Coriandolina® Coating – Coffee,
Strawberry and Chocolate were used.

Method of Preparation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pipe desired flavor of PreGel Gelato into frozen pop mold and insert sticks.
Place in the blast freezer until set.
Quickly unmold frozen pops and store in regular freezer for at least 15
minutes until ready to coat.
When ready to coat, melt desired PreGel Coriandolina® Coating
in microwave.
Carefully dip frozen pop in coating; allow excess to drip off frozen pop; place
on a parchment lined sheet pan and store in the freezer until ready to eat.

Coriandolina® Coatings are innovative products that

come as a solid paste, are heated into a liquid and then harden
into a coating as they cool. Offered in six different flavors, they
are cross-functional products with many applications including:
• Coating frozen pops
• Drizzling over gelato as a
stracciatella
• Dipping fruit, pretzels and
cookies

• Topping frozen cupcakes
• Coating ice cream sandwiches
• Coating frozen bonbons
and cannolis

Go
Hybrid

Frozen cupcakes are a seamless
value-add for in-store bakeries that
already offer gelato and cupcakes.
View frozen cupcake recipes, ice
cream sandwich recipes and more
at PreGelRecipes.com!
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Multiple Uses of Arabeschi®

...

ARABESCHI®

Soft Serve

Pastry

Gelato

Beverage

Revolutionary Toppings for the Busy Chef

Toppings and sauces have always been consumer favorites because of their ability to change the look and flavor
of desserts. PreGel’s Arabeschi® line features 3-in-1 toppings, fillings and flavorings for enhancing desserts through
their exceptional flavor, diverse textural components and attention-grabbing visual appeal. A versatile product,
Arabeschi® can add delicious flavor to a spoonful of gelato, a crunch when swirled with frozen yogurt, and a
sweet surprise of texture and flavor to the center of a cupcake or any other pastry. Entice shoppers to eat with
their eyes by incorporating this multifunctional, time-saving product line into your in-store bakery offerings.

A Glimpse at Our

SPECTRUM
OF SAUCES

PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry
Select™ Strawberry Filling

PreGel Passion Fruit Arabeschi®
(Passion Fruit with Seeds)

How PreGel Arabeschi® Tops the Rest:
•
•
•
•

The products are cross-functional and can be used in gelato,
soft serve or pastry
They are ready-to-use straight out of the tin
The products work in both hot and frozen environments
The technology employed to produce Arabeschi® is
unparalleled, allowing for crunch components to
remain crunchy without becoming soggy

PreGel Pino Pinguino®
Original Arabeschi®
(Chocolate Hazelnut)

Need to
Save
Time?
Chefs cite Arabeschi® as a
great time-saver because it
adds extra flavor and texture
to desserts with minimal
preparation.
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Steps to Make Panini Gelato:

...

PANINI

GELATO

+
Gelato or
Frozen Yogurt

+
Sweet Bun

+
PreGel Arabeschi
or Toppings

®

Gelato Panini
Press

=

Panini Gelato

Dessert Hybrids

Coated pops, boutique macarons and artisanal donuts are rising in popularity and shedding some light on where
the dessert industry is headed. Unique novelties and hybrid desserts are taking the stage and grocery stores are no
exception. Offering a never-seen-before novelty is crucial to stay on top of the trend and keep consumers coming
back. PreGel offers a novel concept where savory meets sweet called Panini Gelato, a gourmet frozen dessert
revolutionizing in-store bakeries. Creamy scoops of gelato or frozen yogurt are neatly spooned onto a golden,
sweet bun combined with a sweet Arabeschi® and/or topping, then lightly pressed to perfection using a state-ofthe-art machine to create Panini Gelato. Assembled on the spot and served as a full sandwich in a wrapper, these
delectable treats are perfect for shoppers to enjoy while aisle hopping. The Panini Gelato concept creates a synergy
between the gelato or frozen yogurt counter and the in-store bakery as it utilizes leftover gelato or frozen yogurt
combined with sweet buns baked in-store.

Cherry-O Panini Gelato
Ingredients:
1 each
as desired
as desired
1 each

sweet bun
PreGel Pistachio Gelato*
PreGel Amarena Kirsch
Arabeschi® (Cherry
Pieces)
PreGel Gelato Panini
Press

*View this recipe at PreGelRecipes.com

Method of Preparation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Slice sweet bun in half.
Scoop PreGel Pistachio Gelato into the center of the bottom half of
the sweet bun.
Drizzle with PreGel Amarena Kirsch Arabeschi® (Cherry Pieces)
in the center.
Take the top half of the sweet bun and sandwich gelato.
Place in PreGel Gelato Panini Press and follow machine instructions.
Remove from machine, slice and serve.

Top 3 Panini Gelato Combinations to Try:

Lemon-Cookie Custard
PreGel Custard Gelato
+
PreGel Grisbì® Arabeschi®
(Italian Lemon Cookie)

Morning Rush

PreGel Coffee Gelato
+
PreGel Coffee Crunch
®
Arabeschi (Coffee &
Nut Crunches)

Figg’n Nuts

PreGel Almond Gelato
+
PreGel Fig Arabeschi®
(Puréed Figs)

Make
Your
Own!

Create-your-own is trending
in today’s food industry, so
allow shoppers to handpick
their gelato flavor and filling
to create their own winning
combination.
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Soft Serve Math:

+

...

SOFT
SERVE

Average Food Cost

{$0.10 per oz}

=

6oz Serving

Average Cost of Supplies

{$0.12}

$0.72
$2.70

73%

Cost per Serving
Average Selling
Price per Serving

Projected
Profits

What’s In-Store for the Frozen Yogurt Craze

The frozen yogurt craze has continued to turn the dessert industry upside down with its create-your-own concept
and low-fat dessert options. Since this trend is showing no sign of slowing down, there is no better time than now
to implement a soft serve station in-store so shoppers can enjoy a cup of soft serve while scanning store shelves.
PreGel offers a variety of easy-to-use solutions for creating unique soft serve and frozen yogurt, as well as a wide
array of flavors including health-conscious options such as organic, kosher and dairy-free.

Greek Yogurt Soft Serve
Ingredients:
1 bag		

4000g (141.1oz)
1000g (35.3oz)

PreGel Greek Yogurt
Super Sprint
fat-free milk
fat-free Greek yogurt

Method of Preparation:
1.
2.

Combine all of the ingredients and mix well using an
immersion blender.
Process according to the specifications of your soft serve
machine.

*Use PreGel Fortefrutto® or fresh fruit from the produce section to add flavor to your Greek Yogurt Soft Serve.
For recipes, visit PreGelRecipes.com.

ONE SKU, MULTIPLE USES

PreGel’s Traditional Pastes and Fortefrutto® are

multifunctional products that can be used to flavor frozen yogurt
in addition to gelato, sorbetto, soft serve, smoothies and pastries.

You
Don’t Say!
The New York Times attributed
Luciano Rabboni, PreGel founder,
and PreGel Yoggi 30® as two
of the reasons frozen yogurt has
created such a huge following,
saying that PreGel perfected the
yogurt-flavor formula.
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Guide to PreGel’s
Specialty Dessert Ingredients
Featured in this Brochure:

Coatings

PreGel Coriandolina® Coatings are innovative products that come as a solid paste, are then heated into a liquid that then
hardens into a coating as they cool. They come in six different flavors and provide a crunchy, flavorful shell for frozen pops, fruit,
pretzels, frozen cupcakes, ice cream sandwiches, frozen bonbons and can even be used as a stracciatella.

Flavor Pastes and Compounds

90602
90402
90702

51446
56522
82702

Instant Desserts

Products that offer one SKU for multiple applications are crucial for the hectic pace of in-store bakeries. PreGel’s Traditional
Pastes, Fortefrutto® and PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Pastes and Compounds provide the trendiest flavors on the market
and are perfect for flavoring gelato, sorbetto, soft serve, cakes, instant desserts and pastries of all kind.
PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Hazelnut Paste (Dark Roasted Hazelnut)
PreGel Cacaopat Traditional Paste (Chocolate – Unsweet)
PreGel Green Pure Pistachio Traditional Paste (Slightly Toasted Pure Pistachio)

Super Sprints

PreGel Coriandolina® – Chocolate
PreGel Coriandolina® – Coffee
PreGel Coriandolina® – Strawberry

Chefs are always looking for ways to cut production time without sacrificing quality. The solution is PreGel’s 5-Star Chef Pastry
Select™ Pronto Pastries, which offer top quality pastry bases with a simple and quick method of preparation.
83214
83514

PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Pronto Crème Brûlée (Burnt Cream)
PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Pronto Pannacotta (Cooked Cream)

PreGel’s Super Sprints are instant powdered products that only require the addition of milk or water to create delicious gelato,
sorbetto and soft serve. The ready-to-use formulations save chefs time in the kitchen and produce high-quality frozen desserts.
92701
13321

PreGel Fruit Base Bio Super Sprint (Organic Water Base – Cold Process)
PreGel Greek Yogurt Super Sprint

Fillings and Toppings

Perfect for topping soft serve, marbleizing in gelato, filling a macaron or layering in a verrine, PreGel’s Arabeschi® and PreGel
5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Fillings enhance desserts with their added flavor, texture and visual appeal.
23422
84072
82272
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PreGel 5-Star Chef Pastry Select™ Strawberry Filling
PreGel Passion Fruit Arabeschi® (Passion Fruit with Seeds)
PreGel Pino Pinguino® Original Arabeschi® (Chocolate Hazelnut)

Glazes

Give your in-store bakery display case a colorful and flavorful makeover with PreGel Evolution Glazes. Evolution Glazes are
finished products that only require heating and then can be poured over any monoportion, entremet or even added as a layer in
a verrine.
49532
49032
48732

PreGel Evolution Glaze – Caramel
PreGel Evolution Glaze – Orange
PreGel Evolution Glaze – White Chocolate

To request a sample or view our full product listing, please visit
www.pregelamerica.com or call toll-free 866 977 3435.
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PreGel AMERICA offers the
highest quality specialty dessert
ingredients available on the market.

Our ingredients are sourced from the best
regions around the world from Sicilian pistachios
to Italian hazelnuts. Many of our products offer
one SKU for multiple applications and our
wide array of options cater to all skill levels. We
provide efficient products that make preparation
of quality desserts easy in fast-paced kitchens.
PreGel’s Professional Training Centers are located
in Charlotte, NC, and Los Angeles, CA, servicing
both the East and West Coasts. We offer a variety
of affordable classes including the foundations of
authentic Italian gelato and sorbetto, soft serve,
pastry, novelties and beyond. PreGel’s top quality
ingredient solutions paired with our passion for
educating customers make us an ideal partner for
your store. Blend your passion with our

ingredients and contact us today to
learn more.
Find us on:

4450 Fortune Ave. NW |   Concord, NC 28027
Tel: 704 707 0300 |   Toll-Free: 866 977 3435
w w w. p r e g e l a m e r i c a . c o m

